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ABSTRACT
Tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship (TAPS) bans are a cornerstone of comprehensive tobacco control laws. Global progress in implementing TAPS bans has been enabled by the adoption of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control. Innovative TAPS policies are in place internationally and include: point-of-sale display bans, plain packaging of products, industry spending on TAPS disclosure reporting, bans on retailer incentive programmes, and regulation of TAPS in entertainment and online media. However, there is an over-reliance on entertainment and digital content producers and platforms to self-regulate TAPS. Ensuring TAPS laws are regularly examined to limit loopholes and remove exemptions is crucial to continued success. The definition of what constitutes TAPS can allow the tobacco industry to deploy corporate communication campaigns and political campaigns that skirt TAPS bans. TAPS laws must also maintain pace with the changing media landscape, which includes monitoring and reporting TAPS that cross international borders, primarily through digital media platforms. Limiting tobacco retail supply will also serve to prevent the continued undermining of TAPS bans. Leveraging global corporation to ensure enforcement of TAPS bans across borders is urgently needed.

INTRODUCTION
Direct tobacco advertising has long been banned on broadcast television and radio in most parts of the world. Thirty years ago, however, when this journal was first launched, it was not uncommon for tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship (TAPS) laws to include exemptions for tobacco sponsorship of major sporting events, including those with a global television audience, like Formula One auto-racing.1 Today, Philip Morris International (PMI) and British American Tobacco continue to back Formula One teams under the guise of corporate communication campaigns that are claimed to ‘encourage dialogue around positive change; our own and that of others’.2 The green livery of the PMI Mission Winnow campaign (figure 1, image source: https://www.formula1.com/en/latest/article.first-look-ferrari-unveil-hotly-anticipated-sf21-with-splash-of-green-on-5ubReuuvkbyzgSfmUmex1.html) will prominently feature on the Ferrari team cars during the 2021 racing season in countries that have not closed loopholes that allow tobacco company branding that is not directly linked to a tobacco product or brand.3 But, as all races will continue to be broadcast on television and online internationally, this form of TAPS will easily cross borders and readily weaken even the strongest of domestic laws. Tobacco industry sponsorship of motorsport has been ongoing for decades and is a well-worn technique that has adjusted to changing advertising laws and media platforms.4 Seemingly, everything old is new again when it comes to tobacco industry advertising tactics, be that the use of celebrities—old is new again when it comes to tobacco industry communication campaigns that are claimed to ‘encourage dialogue around positive change; our own and that of others’.5 This combination of significant TAPS exemptions coupled with new forms of media is not an intractable obstacle and there are many examples of jurisdictions that have adopted novel policy approaches to further limit TAPS activities and exposure. A number of these key policies are outlined below and a brief discussion of the next steps in TAPS regulation concludes the paper. Policy issues surrounding non-combustible tobacco and nicotine devices are not included in this paper, but are explored in depth in another anniversary issue paper by Ling et al.6 Of importance to note here is that the exclusion of non-combustible tobacco and nicotine devices from TAPS laws means that the promotion of these products can also serve to promote tobacco brands

What this paper adds
► Tobacco advertising bans are unevenly applied to online and entertainment media.
► In order to maximise the impact of tobacco advertising bans, policies must also address evolving forms of promotion, including corporate communication campaigns and retail availability.

Evolution of TAPS and TAPS laws
TAPS laws must continue to progress and address the seemingly endless ways the tobacco industry attempts to promote its products, maintain current customers, lure back those who quit smoking and entice new users. When only some forms of TAPS are regulated, the industry redirects its promotional efforts, and budget, to exempt promotions.1 A TAPS ban that is heralded as comprehensive and progressive can quickly be outdated, or no longer fit for purpose, if it is not updated to meet innovations in promotional opportunities. The rapid change to a predominantly digital media environment, including the explosive rise of online social media, has also enabled the tobacco industry to exploit new forms of promotion.6 This combination of significant TAPS exemptions coupled with new forms of media is not an intractable obstacle and there are many examples of jurisdictions that have adopted novel policy approaches to further limit TAPS activities and exposure. A number of these key policies are outlined below and a brief discussion of the next steps in TAPS regulation concludes the paper. Policy issues surrounding non-combustible tobacco and nicotine devices are not included in this paper, but are explored in depth in another anniversary issue paper by Ling et al.6 Of importance to note here is that the exclusion of non-combustible tobacco and nicotine devices from TAPS laws means that the promotion of these products can also serve to promote tobacco brands...
and tobacco companies. At the sixth session of the Conference of the Parties to the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) in October 2014, Parties were urged to consider banning or restricting advertising, promotion and sponsorship of electronic nicotine delivery systems.9

Global status of tobacco advertising laws

Article 13 of the WHO (FCTC) recognises the crucial role TAPS bans play in effective tobacco control and does include banning cross-border TAPS as part of a comprehensive approach.9 Parties to the WHO FCTC recognise the ongoing difficulty in monitoring and enforcing cross-border TAPS bans and have initiated a process to update the Article 13 guidelines to reflect the dramatically changed media landscape since the guidelines were first adopted in 2008.10 Parties have also called for a mechanism to enable more effective global cooperation in managing cross-border TAPS.11 The European Union, for example, requires all member states to ban cross-border tobacco advertising and sponsorship and actively monitors and enforces these provisions.12

Based on 2018 Party reports to the WHO FCTC, 18% of the world population is covered by the ‘highest level’ of TAPS bans.13 These highest level bans include both (1) direct advertising bans: national television and radio, local magazines and newspapers, billboards and outdoor advertising, and point-of-sale (POS) advertising material (indoor) and (2) indirect advertising bans: free distribution of tobacco products in the mail or through other means, promotional discounts, non-tobacco goods and services identified with tobacco brand names (brand stretching), brand names of non-tobacco products used for tobacco products (brand sharing), appearance of tobacco brands (product placement) or tobacco products in television and/or films, and sponsorship (contributions and/or publicity of contributions). While this list of types of TAPS is broad ranging, it does not fully capture commonplace promotions like the retail branding, online promotions, and retailer incentive and reward programmes. A glossary of key advertising terms relevant to tobacco control is available online.14 Many Parties have also enacted laws that do extend to cover these additional promotional activities and all received Article 13-relevant regulatory reports can be searched through the online database.15

For the purposes of this paper, the WHO FCTC definitions of TAPS are used: tobacco advertising and promotion is defined as ‘any form of commercial communication, recommendation or action with the aim, effect or likely effect of promoting a tobacco product or tobacco use either directly or indirectly’ and tobacco sponsorship as ‘any form of contribution to any event, activity or individual with the aim, effect or likely effect of promoting a tobacco product or tobacco use either directly or indirectly’.16

Evolution of TAPS and TAPS laws

TAPS laws must continue to progress and address the seemingly endless ways the tobacco industry attempts to promote its products, maintain current customers, lure back those who quit smoking and entice new users. When only some forms of TAPS are regulated, the industry redirects its promotional efforts, and budget, to exempt promotions.7 A TAPS ban that is heralded as comprehensive and progressive can quickly be outdated, or no longer fit for purpose, if it is not updated to meet innovations in promotional opportunities. The rapid change to a predominantly digital media environment, including the explosive rise of online social media, has also enabled the tobacco industry to exploit new forms of promotion.6 This combination of significant TAPS exemptions coupled with new forms of media is not an intractable obstacle and there are many examples of jurisdictions that have adopted novel policy approaches to further limit TAPS activities and exposure. A number of these key policies are outlined below and a brief discussion of the next steps in TAPS regulation concludes the paper. Policy issues surrounding non-combustible tobacco and nicotine devices are not included in this paper, but are explored in depth in another anniversary issue paper by Ling et al.7

POS marketing and retail displays

Tobacco retailers are not neutral tobacco purchasing outlets, they are a key pillar in the promotion of tobacco products. When POS tobacco marketing bans were first introduced, they only captured things like in-store promotional posters, banners, bunting and stickers that featured tobacco brands. Consequently, the display of tobacco products at POS exploded in size and scope, with the packages themselves arranged to create eye-catching in-store billboards, dubbed ‘power walls’.17 In 2005, the Canadian province of Saskatchewan was the first jurisdiction in the world to ban the POS display of tobacco products, requiring them to be hidden from view at POS. This followed on from a tobacco industry legal challenge that first saw the provincial law struck down in 2002. According to the Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids online database of tobacco control laws from 210 countries, 39 countries completely ban the display of tobacco products at POS and another 42 countries only allow for some POS display exemptions such as at duty-free outlets and tobacconists.18 Implementing POS tobacco display bans results in lower exposure to tobacco marketing and less frequent impulse purchasing of cigarettes.19 In Indonesia, a country with only minimal TAPS laws, and no POS marketing or display ban, the surge in small convenience store operators near homes means an even greater concentration of tobacco retailers and exposure to in-store power walls.

Retailer incentive programmes

In the USA, the largest tobacco manufacturers are required to report on their domestic advertising and promotional activity to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). These data are then periodically released by the FTC in an aggregated report. While TAPS laws are relatively weak in the USA compared with other high-income countries,21 the report reveals an overwhelming concentration of spending on retail incentive programmes. The total amount spent on US domestic cigarette advertising and promotion was US$7.62 billion in 2019.22 The largest single category of these TAPS expenditures was price discounts paid
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**Figure 1** Scuderia Ferrari Formula One car for the 2021 season, featuring the Mission Winnow green livery.
to cigarette retailers in order to reduce the price of cigarettes to consumers, which accounted for US$5.696 billion. A further US$917.4 million was spent on price discounts to wholesalers. These price discounts can reduce the impact of tobacco tax increases and further enable youth and young adults, who are more price sensitive, to purchase and use tobacco. Spending on promotional allowances paid to cigarette retailers (payments for stocking, shelving, displaying, and merchandising brands, volume rebates, and incentive payments) was US$174.9 million and spending on promotional allowances paid to cigarette wholesalers (payments for volume rebates, incentive payments, value-added services and promotional executions) totalled $336.6 million. When price discounts and promotional allowances paid to cigarette retailers and wholesalers are combined, they total $7.125 billion, and account for 93.4% of all 2019 reported TAPS expenditures in the USA alone.

These data reveal the incredible importance of retailer incentive programmes—even in markets where tobacco can be legally purchased by other means. Former tobacco company employees have corroborated that this type of marketing activity is of high importance in driving sales. A first step in better regulating retailer incentive programmes would be to require TAPS spending disclosure and reporting in many more nations. Country comparisons could then be drawn and a far more accurate picture of how these transnational companies are promoting products globally, and how much they are spending, could be determined. Effective regulation could then be more achievable when armed with quality data. Sharing data and working collaboratively are baked into the WHO FCTC and this is just one practical way this could lead to reducing TAPS exposure and strengthening regulation.

This concentration of retailer incentive programme spending, primarily designed to manipulate the price of tobacco products and entice retailers to increase sales, needs to be better captured under TAPS bans. In 2016, the Canadian province of Quebec banned the offering to retailers of ‘rebates, gratuities or any other form of benefit related to the sale or the retail price of a tobacco product’. Scottish and Australian research reveals that retailers are also granted vouchers, prizes, trips, tickets to events, and invited to exclusive parties as part of retailer reward and education programmes. Globally, there is a scarcity of research and evaluation of tobacco retailer incentive programmes. There is little evidence of monitoring or compliance in countries that assume these sorts of incentives are already captured under existing comprehensive TAPS bans, despite the lack of explicit language banning these practices. Retailer price discounts can then be directly promoted to consumers at POS in countries that do not ban price promotions. These price promotions are further exacerbated by a lack of minimal floor pricing for tobacco products—a policy that has only nominal adoption globally. In a four-country comparative study, smokers in the two countries that ban price promotions (Canada and the UK) do still report being exposed to this marketing practice, revealing that legislative extent and compliance with tobacco control measures can undercut TAPS measures.

Plain packaging of tobacco products

Bright colours, satin finishes, embossed lettering, modern graphics, metallic foils, inserts and slide openings are just some of the packaging flourishes the industry has used to make their products more attractive and seem less harmful. Pictorial health warnings on tobacco products are commonplace, with 118 countries/jurisdictions requiring graphic images on packages, which encompasses 58% of the world’s population, but these warnings are often undermined by innovative packaging design elements. In 2012, Australia became the first country in the world to mandate the removal of all branding elements, save the name of the product, from tobacco packaging. Tobacco packages in Australia are standardised and dominated by large pictorial health warnings and quit information, with only the name of the tobacco brand appearing in small font against a green-brown background. As of March 2021, 18 countries including Israel, Saudi Arabia, Uruguay and Thailand have adopted, and put into force, tobacco plain packaging laws. Canadian plain packaging laws, implemented in 2020, extend to the design and shape of the cigarette itself, restricting the length and width of cigarettes, meaning that slim and superslim cigarettes, that are associated with glamour and femininity, are now banned from sale.

Plain packaging reduces positive perceptions of smoking and dissuades tobacco use, particularly when part of a comprehensive ban on TAPS. Plain packaging also appears to be successful in reducing the appeal of smoking and tobacco packaging in low-income settings, but in order to rapidly diffuse plain packaging policy to more low/middle-income countries, there is an urgent need to conduct focused research outside of high-income countries.

TAPS in entertainment and online media

The WHO FCTC Article 13 guidelines state that the depiction of tobacco in entertainment media, such as in movies, online videos and computer games, is a form of TAPS. It is the commercial nature of these forms of entertainment media that define the tobacco depictions they contain as TAPS, regardless of any tobacco industry involvement in the creation or funding of the content. Much of this entertainment media content is accessed through social media and streaming platforms on personal internet-enabled devices, such as smartphones. And, just like for international sports events as mentioned above, this type of content can also be created, uploaded or broadcast in one country and then viewed and shared in another. Cross-border digital media consumption provides more channels through which the tobacco industry can circumvent TAPS bans. Time spent online and consumption of online entertainment media at home have been even more pronounced during COVID-19 stay home orders, and emboldened the Indonesian tobacco company Djarum, through its foundation, to sponsor online, at home, dance and food events.

While the tobacco industry is unable to sponsor tobacco depictions in movies and films in countries with comprehensive TAPS bans, these policies rarely extend to unsponsored tobacco depictions in entertainment media. Since 2012, India has required movies depicting smoking to be accompanied by a 100-second government-issued anti-smoking ad and a static health warning at the bottom of the screen must be visible for the duration of the tobacco depiction. Any accompanying tobacco product brand names that appear on screen must be blurred out. Other countries, including China and Thailand, regulate the smoking content permissible in television and films. Although the association between smoking depictions in movies and the increased risk of youth smoking uptake has been replicated in several studies, there is no research or evaluation on the impact of policy interventions to reduce tobacco depiction exposure.

In addition to government policy action, global media content producers and streaming services, such as Disney and Netflix, have made public commitments to curb the amount of tobacco depictions included in new content, particularly that aimed at
young audiences. Such a move only came after it was revealed that tobacco depictions on Netflix shows popular with young people had increased over time. An online database of smoking depictions in media maintained by the University of California San Francisco documents the continued promotion of tobacco use in both Disney and Netflix content—among all other major media companies.

About half (91 of 180, 50.6%) of countries reporting to the WHO FCTC on TAPS regulations say that their TAPS ban includes the domestic internet. Direct, paid tobacco ads on online media are the easiest form of online TAPS to recognise, monitor and enforce. Popular online platforms also have their own policies that ban this type of promotion (more on these policies follows below). Countries can more easily ban online TAPS that originate in their own countries, but without international cooperation, it is more difficult to ban those that originate from another country and then ‘leak’ across digital borders. It can also be very difficult to distinguish between what is a direct, paid tobacco promotion versus content that does not have a commercial connection. For example, a 2018 investigation found that tobacco companies were engaging popular social media influencers to promote tobacco products through their highly viewed social media profiles. The influencers’ posts did not disclose that they were tobacco advisements or that they had received tobacco incentives to post tobacco depictions and branding on their profile feeds and pages. Influencers are also heavily involved in the promotion of electronic cigarettes and other non-combustible tobacco and nicotine devices.

Popular social media platforms, including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, have adopted policies that claim to ban tobacco advertising. However, these policies do not apply to political and corporate messaging ads sponsored by the tobacco industry, they do not restrict tobacco companies from using hashtags to attract social media post attention, nor do they in any way restrict tobacco companies from operating accounts on these platforms. PML, for example, operates a Facebook page that has more than 1 million followers. Google also has an advertising policy on dangerous products or services and prohibits tobacco or any products containing tobacco; products that form a component of a tobacco product, as well as products and services that directly facilitate or promote tobacco consumption; and products designed to simulate tobacco smoking. Google searches for tobacco retailers though, for example, provide localised results and direct links to sales outlets. There is also no evidence that these voluntary policies lead to reduced TAPS exposure. This rapidly evolving media environment, coupled with lax regulation of social media communication platforms, including the over-reliance on platform self-regulation, means that extending comprehensive TAPS bans to truly include entertainment and online media is incredibly challenging. Mandating that all social media platforms ban tobacco advertising, including by influencers is crucial, but this also must include requirements that these platforms report on how they are ensuring the law is being implemented and enforced across their sites. Currently, it is largely tobacco control stakeholders that are monitoring the amount and type of TAPS on social media platforms and more of this burden needs to be shifted on to the companies themselves.

Other key challenges presented to effectively regulating TAPS in entertainment and online media include: social media enables users to be content creators and sharers, blurring the lines between consumers and brand owners; systematically monitoring both tobacco industry promotional activities and tobacco depictions; countries that have not ratified the WHO FCTC may also be a source of cross-border TAPS; and lack of enforcement of internet-based TAPS bans.

Next steps in TAPS regulation

Despite global progress in adopting TAPS bans and regulations, no country has managed to completely silence tobacco industry promotions. In addition to following the lead of countries that have adopted the measures described above and followed best practice approaches, there are two other key TAPS issues that warrant additional action: corporate communications and retail availability.

Corporate communications

In addition to TAPS and tobacco depictions in entertainment and online media, tobacco industry corporate communications campaigns have been well documented as a source of pro-tobacco messaging. These promotions, such a corporate social responsibility messaging, industry-funded foundation campaigns, industry funding of science and research, political/lobbying efforts, including paid editorial (advertorial) in news media, and unpaid posts on social media from both company-branded accounts and employees, sidestep TAPS laws and skirt TAPS definitions. Falling under ‘legitimate expression’ exemptions, these corporate communications nonetheless use the same media platforms and serve the same purpose as direct advertising.

Retail availability

While there is significant room for nations to adopt innovations and advances in TAPS regulations in order to continue to build on the incremental success of previous work, the continued widespread retail availability of tobacco weakens actions to reduce TAPS connected with retail. The current WHO FCTC guidelines single out tobacco vending machines as primarily serving only to promote tobacco products and recommend that they be banned.

At least 83 countries have national bans on tobacco vending machines. Tobacco sales are also commonly prohibited from pharmacies by both regulation and voluntary policies. Banning all online tobacco sales is another potential first step in limiting supply, particularly in light of evidence that the tobacco industry has developed mobile applications to enable online sales that can then also be used for tailored and direct marketing.

Like other tobacco control policies, such as smoke-free laws, that have been incrementally extended and tightened, limiting where tobacco is sold seems increasingly possible.

CONCLUSION

One of the limitations in assessing the global state of TAPS bans is the limited body of work reporting on the implementation and enforcement of TAPS laws and regulations. Published research tends to focus on why TAPS laws are needed, the impact of exposure to TAPS, how TAPS laws effect exposure to TAPS and potential impact on smoking attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours, and how the tobacco industry behaves in the face of newly adopted TAPS laws and subverts existing TAPS laws. While countries that are Party to the WHO FCTC Convention Secretariat self-report on the scope of TAPS laws, this reporting does not include details of enforcement activity, and existing exemptions and limitations of policy reach are not well described.

Countries that are committed to ending the promotion of tobacco products must not only strengthen their own domestic TAPS bans, but work with and support other nations to reduce cross-border TAPS. This will require more effective global
cooperation in managing cross-border TAPS and a commitment from all nations to regularly update TAPS regulations in response to both new media and communications platforms and consumption patterns, and the evolving industry tactics that merge political interference, advertising and product development. Improving and updating TAPS laws must be a continual process in order to meet the highest global standards, coupled with leadership to develop new regulatory innovations, such as a complete end to the retail sale of tobacco products.  
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